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Abstract: We use a two-phase experimental design to study how systematically manipulated beliefs about trust and trustworthiness can promote or deter cooperation. We use decisions in an initially played trust game to create five environments that differ in the information subjects have about the relative trust/trustworthiness of fellow group members when they make a voluntary contribution decision in our experiment’s second phase. We find that perceived high trusting environments are treated equivalently to ones of perceived high trustworthiness, with both positively affecting subjects’ first-order beliefs about the cooperativeness of group-mates, and in consequence, leading to higher contributions. Our results thus suggest that people cooperate more and hence produce more together in an environment of high trust/trustworthiness, indicating one channel through which trust helps to grow the economic pie.
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1. Introduction

Trust has been regarded as an important influence upon, or at least correlate of, various aspects of economic prosperity, including the rate of economic growth (Knack and Keefer, 1997; La Porta et al., 1997, Algan and Cahuc, 2014). Zak and Knack (2001) presented influential evidence that trust affects growth, offering the interpretation that trust is a feature of the social, economic and institutional environments in which economic transactions take place, and that higher trust reduces transaction costs, which in turn engenders a higher investment rate and faster economic growth. Their conclusion echoes Arrow’s (1972) argument that “Virtually every commercial transaction has within itself an element of trust, …, much of the economic backwardness in the world can be explained by the lack of mutual confidence.” The underlying idea is that a prerequisite for the successful development of market economies is to enlarge the scope of interactions to include anonymous others, and that not all risks of interacting with others can be removed by legal rules and sanctions (Algan and Cahuc, 2010; Fukuyama, 1995).

Trust and trustworthiness are widely operationalized by economists in terms of sequential interactions in which a first mover “make [themselves] vulnerable to others’ actions” (Fehr, 2009) before the latter respond with more or with less trustworthiness. However, cooperation in more simultaneous and symmetric dilemmas of collective action is also important to a well-functioning economy (Ostrom, 2010), and may also be influenced by trust and its absence. In many situations where self-interest might otherwise lead to free-riding, cooperation is a key to enhancing efficiency. Examples include voluntary provision of local public goods (Ledyard, 1995), cooperation among partners or workers of enterprises employing profit-sharing schemes (Bonin, Jones and Putterman, 1993), and efforts to establish and maintain institutions with less theft and corruption (Tabellini, 2010). Cooperation in these domains is an important contributor to overall economic efficiency and thus growth.¹

However, an empirical question that remains to be answered is exactly what mechanisms lie behind the effect of trust on cooperation. One plausible story for explaining the associations between trust and cooperative outcomes focuses on beliefs: people cooperate because they believe others will also cooperate and/or that others have expectations of high cooperation among those whom they encounter. In other words, members of a society with high trust may share optimistic beliefs about others’ behaviors or beliefs, and this may lead them to be more willing to contribute their effort in cooperative endeavors. Of course, this explanation makes sense only if many people prefer to cooperate when they believe others also do so, a preference that must over-ride material self-interest and that is identified in the literature as conditional cooperation (Keser and Van Winden, 2000; Fischbacher, Gächter and Fehr, 2001). Our study joins others (Thöni and Volk, 2018) in finding considerable evidence of its presence.

A problem of the approach just sketched, however, is that it is hard to identify the effect of beliefs on cooperation in natural settings, since societies or groups have been formed endogenously, and what people believe is difficult to know even if survey responses are available.

¹ There has been a wide range of related discussion in the literature. For instance, see Sapienza, Toldra and Zingales (2013).
Although many papers posit the importance of trust by highlighting its effects on or at least correlation with economic growth, proving specific mechanisms by which trust promotes economic activity, including cooperation, can be difficult with observational data. It is unclear, for instance, whether beliefs lead to cooperation, or whether causality runs in the opposite direction.

In this paper we present a laboratory experiment to shed light on the roles of trust, trustworthiness and beliefs as channels through which cooperation among economic actors can be promoted or deterred. Subjects are first asked to play a trust (also called investment) game in both roles – that of first and second mover. Then, they move to a second phase in which they participate in a voluntary contribution mechanism (hereafter VCM, referred to as linear public goods game by some authors). In order to manipulate beliefs about the other members in a group, we use trust game behavior as the basis for generating five environments with different levels of laboratory-measured trust and laboratory-measured trustworthiness: a group in which people are randomly matched, groups in which the average level of trust is relatively high (low), and groups in which the average level of trustworthiness is relatively high (low), respectively. Although we describe only relative and not absolute behaviors, leaving open the possibility that ranking by trust and trustworthiness is entirely random, our subjects (correctly) assume that behaviors vary, an interesting finding in its own right. Each subject plays a one-shot VCM consecutively and without feedback in each of the five environments (groups), and their first-order and second-order beliefs about contributions in each group are obtained by an incentivized elicitation. Play follows the strategy method (Selten, 1965) in that subjects know that only one randomly chosen environment will be the basis for their payoff.

The two games are chosen with careful consideration of what we can infer from subjects’ behavior. We use a trust game in the first phase because there is evidence that behavior as the first and second mover in this game can capture inclination to be trustworthy, fair, or reciprocating, as well as reflecting beliefs about such inclinations in others, which are importantly influenced by own type via introspection. The relationship between the incentivized experimental and survey measures of trust is discussed in Section 2. We employ the VCM in the second phase because it presents a multi-person social dilemma which resembles many situations in the real world where full cooperation leads to efficiency. While both the trust game and the VCM constitute social dilemmas, the asymmetric and sequential nature of the first versus the symmetric and simultaneous nature of the second game are contrasting features on which we provide a fresh perspective in the next section.

Having elicited for each environment subjects’ first-order beliefs about others’ inclinations to cooperate, as well as their second-order beliefs about others’ first-order beliefs, we show that subjects positively associate both trust and trustworthiness with cooperation, and that they are approximately equally more cooperative when in a high trusting as when in a highly trustworthy environment. By looking at the effects of first-order and of second-order beliefs on cooperation separately and simultaneously, we also find that the effects of the first-order beliefs outweigh those of the second-order ones. Finally, we show that subjects who sent (returned) more in the trust game are more likely to be conditional cooperators or altruists in the VCM. These findings imply that
reciprocity and beliefs about others’ reciprocity are key channels leading to the higher level of cooperation in more trusting and trustworthy environments.

Our results may have important implications outside the laboratory. We identify a channel through which trust and trustworthiness, each representing a potentially distinct behavior, can affect the level of cooperation through affecting beliefs about others’ likelihood of cooperating. This implies that while social capital in general is something that should be enhanced or safeguarded whenever possible, establishing a foundation for belief that others will not exploit one’s own vulnerability may be especially important insofar as economic growth depends in part on cooperative effort. Institutions that can be counted upon to punish the more egregious and identifiable cases of exploitation of trust can make it rewarding to invest in fostering social preferences within families and in other settings, and people with social preferences can sustain good institutions, a virtuous circle.

The structure of our analysis is as follows. We review related literature in Section 2. Section 3 explains our experimental design in detail. We present the theoretical background and behavioral hypotheses in Section 4. Section 5 shows our analyses and results. Section 6 discusses some caveats and concludes.

2. Related literature

2.1. Measuring trust
The attempt to measure trust and to study how trust is related to economic activity, institutions, and growth has been an active area of research by economists for more than two decades. Early studies used as their measure of trust the answers to the standard World Values Survey (WVS) trust question (“Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can’t be too careful in dealing with people?”). Knack and Keefer (1997) concluded that higher trust, thus measured, is conducive to growth based on cross-country evidence for a sample of 29 market economies. La Porta et al. (1997) found similar evidence of a correlation between trust and civic participation, and Guiso et al. (2009) found that trust is positively related at country level to the volume of international trade. Other survey-based measures, such as responses to a question about the likelihood of a lost wallet and its contents being returned, have been used in a similar fashion.

At the same time, vagueness and lack of agreement about what the survey measures of trust truly capture helped fuel interest in an initially separate stream of research in the experimental economics literature. Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe (1995) had introduced an “investment game” in which the first to move, of two players, can be made better off by transaction with the second, but only if the latter responds to an unsecured transfer from the former—tripled by the experimenter—in a reciprocating manner, and if the former thus makes that transfer in the presumed anticipation of such trustworthiness, an action or state of mind that many researchers subsequently denoted trust (e.g., Fehr, 2009; Eckel and Wilson, 2011). Assuming that preferences such as altruism are not the important motivations behind the act of the first mover (Cox, 2004; Ashraf et al., 2006), an assumption that the Berg et al. design renders plausible by recruiting first
and second movers from a common subject pool and endowing them with equal initial endowments, the trust interpretation is a natural one.\(^2\) The central element of the trust decision is the tradeoff between exposing oneself to the risk of being “exploited” or “betrayed” (Bohnet and Zeckhauser, 2004; Ben-Ner and Putterman, 2001) and the possibility of achieving higher-payoff outcomes (Thöni, 2015).

A number of researchers have investigated how the survey measures of trust are related to specific behavior in the incentivized experimental trust game, reaching differing conclusions. Glaeser et al. (2000) and Lazzarini et al. (2005) found that the answers to the WVS trust question are not significantly correlated with first movers’ sending behaviors, but are related to second movers’ returning behaviors, in the trust game. But Fehr and Fischbacher (2003) and Bellemare and Kroeger (2007) obtain opposite results, i.e. first movers’ sending behaviors correlate with the answers to WVS-like questions, in their findings, and similar correlations are found by Falk et al. (2016) and Murtin et al. (2018).\(^3\) The Fehr and Fischbacher and Bellemare and Kroeger papers fail to find significant correlations between responses to their survey trust questions and second movers’ returning decisions. The contradictory findings suggest that survey-measured trust could be significantly correlated with both lab-measured trust and lab-measured trustworthiness, which seems to imply that not only do trust and trustworthiness, as measured in the game, appear to be non-separable (Fehr, 2009), but people tend not to distinguish them in real life. Such “non-separability” comes from the facts that beliefs in trustworthiness of others plays a significant role in explaining why sending varies (Thöni et al., 2012) and that players extrapolate their opponent’s behavior from their own (Sapienza et al., 2013): the belief in the trustworthiness of others is often correlated with one’s own trustworthiness since it is obtained partly by introspection. Nevertheless, the fact that lab-measured trust and trustworthiness sometimes correlate positively to WVS results suggests a linkage between laboratory findings and real world implications.

Although first mover sending in the trust game may be closely linked to the second mover returning tendency through the channel of beliefs, it is nevertheless important to be clear about the asymmetry of the two decisions, from the standpoint of economic theory. Put simply, faced with an environment in which most people are trustworthy, the decision to send money as first mover can be fully explained by self-interest and rationality, whereas this is never the case for returning money as second mover in the absence of reputational considerations (which the standard experimental design rules out). On the other hand, as considered next, second mover returning

---

\(^2\) We abstract from atypical cases in which the first mover is informed of special neediness on the part of the recipient, for example the microfinance lending case studied by Chen et al. (2017). The interpretation of first mover sending as trusting also requires assuming absence of strong efficiency motives, i.e. the first mover does not strongly value making the pie larger irrespective of who consumes it, a motive for which Charness and Rabin (2002) find some evidence, but one that seems unlikely to be of first order importance in environments like that of Berg et al. (1995).

\(^3\) Falk et al. (2016) report the statistical testing on which Falk et al. (2018) base their use of two proxies for trust—a non-monitized survey response choice in a hypothetical trust game, and a survey trust question—as a measure of trust, identified with first mover choices in an incentivized laboratory trust game. Murtin et al. (2018) find a statistically significant correlation between responses to two survey trust questions including the WVS one, on the one hand, and first mover choices in an incentivized trust game, in a representative survey instrument being tested in an OECD project denoted TrustLab in six countries, although they find other experimental choices, including ones in a dictator game, closely correlate with first mover trusting.
resembles contributing money in the one-shot VCM in that its explanation requires preferences additional to self-interest, and preferences of much the same kind can be at work in each case.

2.2. Trust and Conditional Cooperation in the VCM

The VCM is a much-studied experimental game, designed to investigate voluntary cooperation in the provision of a public good (Isaac et al., 1984, Ledyard, 1995, Zelmer, 2003, Chaudhuri, 2011). It holds special interest for us first because cooperation in the sense of adherence to norms opposing corruption, theft, and nepotism, as well as cooperation in partnerships and in the workplace, are among the drivers of economic prosperity and growth. Demonstrating an impact of trust (proxied by trust game behaviors) on cooperation (represented by VCM choices) would therefore constitute evidence of a channel through which trust can enhance GDP or its growth. Second, while both the VCM and the trust game model dilemmas in which social efficiency is in conflict with strict self-interest, the one-shot VCM is a simultaneous and symmetric social dilemma that from a certain standpoint collapses the decisions of the Berg et al. (1995) trustor and trustee into a single choice (Thöni, 2017). Although a self-interested individual will never contribute to the group project in the VCM, research beginning with Fischbacher, Gächter and Fehr (2001) has suggested that the modal behavioral type in this game is in fact conditionally cooperative, meaning that the player prefers to contribute provided that others do so,4 with contributing being explicable as positive reciprocity (Rabin, 1993, Hoffman, McCabe and Smith, 1998, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk and Fischbacher, 2006) or as inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000).5 Since reciprocity and inequality aversion can also provide explanations of second movers’ decisions to return money in the trust game, we hypothesize that second movers’ returning choices in the trust game and the same individuals’ contribution choices in the VCM will be highly correlated, especially if we control for beliefs about others’ contributions. Observing how our subjects act as both trust game first and second movers and as VCM decision-makers from whom beliefs about others’ actions are elicited can provide us with new insights into the motivational underpinnings of pro-sociality in these important and distinctive environments.

Our paper also shares some features with previous experimental research that has provided further evidence of conditional cooperation by exogenously or endogenously manipulating group composition and observing that high contributors to a public good tend to continue to make high contributions if interacting primarily with other high contributors. An example is multi-period VCM experiments in which participants are matched by the experimenter with others of like

4 Replications using the method first introduced by those authors include Kocher et al. (2015), Fischbacher and Gächter (2010), Putterman et al. (2011), and Thöni et al. (2012).

5 Akerlof (1982) references the sociological literature’s observation of reciprocity as a norm underlying much of human behavior. The closely related preference for cooperating provided that the counterpart cooperates, despite higher monetary payoff for choosing defection under that premise, is discussed by Sen (1967) as a case where an agent has preferences rendering the problem one of “assurance,” despite facing the monetary payoffs of a prisoners’ dilemma. As Gintis (2009) and others state, the preferences associated with Sen’s assurance problem make the game in subjective payoffs a stag hunt game.
disposition, including Gächter and Thöni (2005), Gunnthorsdottir et al. (2007), and Ones and Putterman (2007), which show that when high contributors are grouped by the experimenter with other high contributors, their contributions in the VCM are sustained at high levels. Similar findings arise in the endogenous matching experiment of Page et al. (2005), in which subjects rank preferred partners in a VCM and have an algorithm assign them to groups according to mutual preference; here, like contributors become sorted by the mechanism and higher contributors maintain that behavior in part due to observing that others do the same. Apart from conditional cooperation, these experiments suggest the importance of beliefs, and their designs can be seen as embodying belief formation devices, although unlike the present paper, they operate within a single game form and do not conduct belief elicitations.

Several papers have investigated whether survey-measured or lab-measured trust, or both, are associated with contribution behavior in the VCM. Using 630 subjects in rural and urban Russia, Gächter et al. (2004) found that whereas answers to the WVS trust question are not correlated with behavior in a one-shot VCM, subjects who respond to another WVS question that most others are fair or helpful are more likely to contribute in the VCM. Thöni et al. (2012) delve into this problem in depth by using a representative sample in Denmark. Subjects in their study are asked to play a VCM that elicits separately both their conditional cooperation in strategy method decisions and their beliefs about others’ (unconditional) cooperation. They find that responses to the trust questions have strong correlations with conditional cooperativeness. Kocher et al. (2015) study a design in which subjects engage first in a trust game, then a strategy method VCM à la Fischbacher et al. (2001). They show that in general, first-mover trust correlates positively with the unconditional contribution and negatively with the propensity to be a free rider rather than a conditional cooperator in the VCM.

Our paper adds to the research just mentioned by adding new observations of how trust and trustworthiness correlate with cooperative behavior in the VCM, and by strengthening understanding of what lies behind these correlations. Our main contribution, however, lies in showing how impressions of the trust and trustworthiness of others, impressions based partly on information conveyed by us but also crucially on the beliefs subjects bring to the lab with regard to how these characteristics vary within the population, can also shape beliefs about others’ cooperativeness, and (second order) beliefs about others’ beliefs about the cooperativeness of others, and how these beliefs affect their costly decisions to cooperate or not when facing different sets of counterparts. We thereby illuminate a specific channel through which trust and trusting encourage cooperation.

2.3. Manipulating beliefs

---

6 Papers that investigate cross-game behavior associations with other games include Dariel and Nikiforakis (2014), who perform a within-subject analysis in a VCM and a gift-exchange game, finding that conditional cooperators tend to reciprocate higher wages in the gift-exchange game with high levels of effort, while non-cooperators do not exhibit this tendency. Another example is Blanco et al. (2011), who have subjects play four different types of games, including a VCM, to test for cross-game evidence of inequality aversion, finding strong predictive power for measures of this preference.
Our paper is related also to other studies that manipulate beliefs in strategic interactions. Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) report a correlation between behavior and second-order beliefs, which may be affected by the second mover’s pre-play communication in a modified trust game. To avoid consensus effects and achieve exogenous variations in beliefs, Dufwenberg et al. (2011) use game “framing.” In particular, exploiting a well-known result in psychology by Liberman et al. (2004), they show that depending on the framing of a VCM by Community game or Market game labeling, subjects have systematically different first- and second-order beliefs about others’ contributions and expectations, which lead to changes in own cooperation. They find evidence for what they call “guilt aversion,” that is a desire to act pro-socially or favorably towards others primarily because one believes that they expect this of you. Ellingsen et al. (2010) try to manipulate subjects’ second-order beliefs by disclosing the first-order beliefs of a person whom they are paired with. A recent paper by Khalmetski (2016) manipulates second-order belief by changing the probability of a game being played, where the true state of the world is only known to the sender of a message. Our paper contributes to this stream of literature by introducing another way of manipulating beliefs, namely providing information about other group members’ relative behaviors in a previously played game. Our results contribute to the literature on guilt aversion insofar as they contrast with those of Dufwenberg et al. (2011), i.e., in our setting second order beliefs are not found to be a significant determinant of cooperation once first order beliefs are controlled for.

3. Experimental Design and Procedure

Our experiment consists of two phases: the first phase involves a trust game, and the second phase, a voluntary contribution mechanism (hereafter VCM) and associated belief elicitations, in different environments (groups). Decisions in the first phase determine group composition in most environments in the second phase. Nonetheless, the two phases are independent in the sense that the instructions in the first phase give no hint of its importance for the second, there is no feedback from that phase’s decisions before the second phase begins, and instructions for the second phase are distributed only after the end of the first phase, to avoid strategic response and contamination of the first phase decisions. Decisions in both phases are incentivized and monetarily rewarded only at the end of the session.

Everything described in the following sub-sections was common knowledge among all subjects. The instructions are included in the online Appendix. Our experiment consists of a single treatment with 120 participants in six sessions making decisions for three roles (trust game first mover and second mover and VCM contributor in five potentially payoff-determining groups) as we now detail.

3.1. The Trust Game (First Phase)

We used a slightly modified version of the original trust game designed by Berg et al. (1995), strictly parallel to the original in terms of decisions and payout structure, but differing in that each subject made decisions as both sender and receiver, with the latter decisions taken by strategy
method. After reading instructions explaining this structure, subjects first made decisions as first mover (sender), then made decisions as second mover for each possible amount that might be received. They were told that the two decisions are independent in the sense that for purposes of payment they would be randomly assigned to one or the other role and matched with a randomly chosen counterpart who is (also randomly) assigned the opposite role. Rather than physically divide ten one dollar bills as in Berg et al., subjects, as in most subsequent experiments, entered their choices in the computer. Like Berg et al., we gave both first and second mover equal endowments, these being in our case 50 tokens, of which the first mover could send any multiple of 5, yielding eleven options as in the original experiment. Also as in Berg et al., any sent amount was tripled, and the receiver could send back any integer amount between 0 and the tripled amount (the second mover at a minimum kept her endowment). Returning decisions as receiver were made in a contingency table, conditional on each of the 10 possible positive received amounts (there being no decision to make in the case of being sent 0). As is standard, the returned amount was not tripled.

To summarize more formally, payoffs for subject $i$ as 1st mover (sender) can be written
\[ \pi_i = 50 - a + b \]  
and for subject $j$ as 2nd mover:
\[ \pi_j = 50 + 3a - b \]

where $a \in [0, 5, \ldots, 50]$, and $b \in [0, 1, 2, \ldots, 3a]$.

In the trust game, the sub-game perfect equilibrium when sender knows receiver to be a rational maximizer of own payoff, is for the selfishly rational sender to send nothing, with the result that both simply keep their 50 token endowments. Pareto improvement is possible if the first mover sends a positive amount and the second mover returns at least 1/3 of what she receives; for example, both can end up with a doubled amount, 100 tokens, if the first mover sends his full endowment and the second mover returns 2/3 of the received 150 tokens. In practice, the sending behavior in the game is affected by the sender’s beliefs about the recipient’s likelihoods of returning various amounts, how negatively the sender weighs potentially negative outcomes (a.k.a. “betrayal aversion”), and perhaps other preferences (Sapienza et al., 2013). In our discussion, we treat the amount sent as a measure of trusting, as in much of the literature (Eckel and Wilson, 2011; Johnson and Mislin, 2011). Returning money in the one-shot trust game can never be explained by self-interest. We further discuss motivation of this behavior, which we call trustworthiness, in Section 4.

3.2. The Voluntary Contribution Mechanism and Belief Elicitations (Second Phase)

In the second phase, each subject decided simultaneously, for five different environments differing in information on group membership, how to allocate a 20 token endowment between a private
and a group account in a one-shot linear VCM with group size 5. On successive screens, each also reported first and second order beliefs for each environment. After subjects made their contribution decision for each of the five environments, that is, they were prompted to provide their first-order beliefs about what the others in that group would contribute, on average, in each environment. Finally, they were asked to indicate their second-order beliefs, that is, what they believed the other members of each group would on average list as their own first-order belief about how much group members other than themselves would allocate to the group account. We asked subjects to make all contribution decisions, then state all beliefs rather than to make a contribution and state associated beliefs environment by environment, in order to prevent possible contamination of contribution choices by previously elicited beliefs. Subjects were truthfully told that one of the five environments would be randomly selected, in the end, to determine payoffs for this phase. To incentivize truthful estimates, following Dufwenberg et al. (2011), a subject was given five additional tokens of earnings if her first-order belief for the selected environment was within one token of the true average contribution of the other four group members, and likewise if her second order belief was within one token of the true average of the first-order estimates of the other four group members. The total earnings in this phase were thus the earning from the contribution decision plus any rewarded amount from the estimates.

As mentioned above, the five environments differed with respect to prospective group composition, and the information given to the subjects about it. In particular, groups in environment 1 were to be formed randomly from among all session participants, while group memberships in the other four environments was formed with the aid of rankings of first phase behaviors. Put somewhat too simply, these groups’ member sets were (on average) ‘relatively trusting,’ ‘relatively untrusting,’ ‘relatively trustworthy,’ and ‘relatively untrustworthy’ experiment participants, respectively. More precisely, in each session, we ranked all trust game sending decisions, and all returning decisions for the contingency of receiving the highest possible amount, and assigned the corresponding subjects numerical ranks 1 – 20 for (lowest to highest) first mover sending, and (separately) 1 – 20 for (lowest to highest) second mover return proportion, with ties broken randomly. This way, each subject was identified by two numbers, one from her sending decision reflecting her “trust” rank, and the other from her returning decision reflecting her “trustworthiness” rank. Because ties were broken randomly, these ranks would be informative only to the degree that subjects differed in their Phase 1 decisions. Subjects were truthfully told that in environment 2, the average rank of the other group members for first mover sending is above 12; in environment 3, the average rank for first mover sending is below 8; in environment

---

7 The experimental screens are included in the online Appendix.
8 If an environment was selected for payout of one participant, then the other four group members in that same environment were paid according to their decisions in it, so there is no deception regarding the impact of one’s decision on not only oneself but a definite set of other participants.
9 A potential criticism of our incentivization scheme is that it would allow subjects to hedge by providing a guess as close to the theoretically predicted average as possible (Blanco et al., 2010), even though we try our best to control for the timing of elicitation to avoid contamination. A more ideal procedure might be to adopt some kind of “scoring rules” (see the literature survey by Schotter and Trevino, 2014) to make it a dominant strategy to reveal beliefs truthfully. We believe that our design offers subjects little scope for strategic manipulation of beliefs, however, and we think it likely that they simply provide their best guesses of others’ choices in the hope of boosting their earnings.
4, the average rank for second mover return proportion (in the highest contingency) is above 12; and in environment 5, that rank is below 8.\textsuperscript{10} The terms trust and trustworthy were never used, the instructions mentioning only amounts chosen in specific decisions in each role in Phase 1. Also note that the instructions left open the possibility that all subjects had chosen the same amount as first mover, and likewise that all had chosen the same amount as second mover. Thus, not only were the concepts of trusting and trustworthiness not explicitly invoked, but also suppositions that averaging in the top 12 or bottom 8 implied appreciably different behaviors and tendencies would be strictly the “home grown” beliefs of the subjects themselves, since ranks could have been given entirely randomly.

Table 1 Difference between Environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Brief Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Matching is done randomly in the computer program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Trust</td>
<td>For each participant, the average sending rank of the other four group members is above 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Trust</td>
<td>For each participant, the average sending rank of the other four group members is below 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Trustworthiness</td>
<td>For each participant, the average returning rank of the other four group members is above 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Trustworthiness</td>
<td>For each participant, the average returning rank of the other four group members is below 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: environment names shown in Table 1 were not used in experimental instructions or screens.

Table 1 summarizes the five groups or environments for which subjects made VCM contribution decisions and estimates of first and second order beliefs, using convenient environment labels that reflect our conceptual intuitions but that were not used with our participants, to preserve a more neutral framing. In the standard linear VCM, a token allocated by any to the group account yields a payoff of 0.4 to all, and a token allocated to her private account yields a payoff of 1 to her only. The payoff function for any subject $i$ is thus:

$$\pi_i = 20 - c_i + 0.4 \times \sum_{j=1}^{5} c_j$$  

(3)

where $\pi_i$ denotes number of tokens earned by $i$ if the environment is the one paid off on, $c_i$ denotes $i$’s allocation to the group account, and the summation is over all group members, $i$ included.\textsuperscript{11} The game is a social dilemma because aggregate payoffs are maximized when all group members choose to contribute all 20 tokens, but each individual’s dominant strategy is to free ride and contribute nothing, so Nash equilibrium in the one-shot game entails that no one contributes

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Difference between Environments}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
Environment & Brief Descriptions                                                                 \\
\hline
Random & Matching is done randomly in the computer program.                                  \\
High Trust & For each participant, the average sending rank of the other four group members is above 12 \\
Low Trust & For each participant, the average sending rank of the other four group members is below 8 \\
High Trustworthiness & For each participant, the average returning rank of the other four group members is above 12 \\
Low Trustworthiness & For each participant, the average returning rank of the other four group members is below 8 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{10} It is important to note that subjects were not told about the exact composition of group members in these five environments, but rather were given information about the other four group members’ average rank, only. Clearly, it could not always be the case that all five members of a group in which others’ trust rank had an average of more than 12 would each be in ranks 13 or higher, since even subjects with low ranks must be capable of being in each environment including this one. Indeed, the lower one’s own rank, the higher must be the ranks of the other members on average to assure that for those members, too, the average rank of the other four, including oneself, is 12 or above. Although this means that the expected ranks of other group members could in principle differ by subject, depending on the belief each had regarding her own rank, this rational difference in beliefs by environment is not analytically problematic for us, given that we elicit and control for beliefs.

\textsuperscript{11} For completeness, we could write $\pi_{e_i}, c_{e_i}$ and $c_{e_j}$, where $e$ denotes which of the five environments in Table 1 is referenced. Thus, (3) should be understood as a quintuple of potential payoff expressions only one of which is randomly chosen for realization.
anything. We used a different token/money conversion rate for this phase of the experiment, each token earned being converted to $0.20, as explained in the subject instructions.\textsuperscript{12}

3.3. Procedure and Payments

Subjects received copies of instructions for each phase separately at its commencement and were asked to read along as an experimenter read them aloud. The experimenters invited questions and clarified them in private. Subjects had to answer control questions which appeared on their computer screens, to verify their understanding, before commencing play of each phase. At the end of Phase 2, additional beliefs about Phase 1 behaviors, unanticipated because not mentioned in the instructions, were elicited, as described later. An exit survey which included demographic information such as gender, class level, race/ethnicity, and academic major, as well as an unincentivized question about beliefs to which we will refer later, followed. Finally, each subject was shown on the screen which of his/her roles in the first phase was realized, which environment in the second phase was realized, as well as his/her earnings, which averaged $6.57 for Phase 1, $6.52 for Phase 2, and $0.11 for accuracy in belief elicitations. Subjects received their payments in cash in sealed envelopes and then exited the lab.

4. Theoretical framework and hypotheses

4.1. Reciprocity in the trust game and VCM

We propose a simple model which focuses on the role of reciprocity in the trust game and the VCM. People have underlying dispositions towards reciprocity, \( r \). For some people, this disposition is very low and does not impact their behavior. However, for others, this disposition plays an important role both in driving trustworthiness and thus expected trustworthiness and trusting in the trust game, and in driving conditional cooperation and expected cooperativeness in the VCM.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, in a strategic interaction, one thing that needs more attention is how people form beliefs about others’ reciprocity.”

We first model decisions in our games in a simple psychological game framework (Geanakoplos \textit{et al.}, 1989), and later discuss its implications for our experimental design.\textsuperscript{14} Assume a trust game second-mover \( j \) having underlying reciprocity disposition \( r_j \). Ignoring additional factors that might influence trustworthiness, we can simply identify the disposition \( r \) of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Because Phase 2 instructions were distributed and read separately from those of Phase 1 and after that phase’s completion, it is unlikely that subjects found the difference in token value confusing. We used a higher token value in Phase 2 so that each phase would account for a similar share of payout. Changing the number of tokens available in one phase or the other would have achieved the same effect, but the different endowment sizes and conversion rates could add to subjects’ senses of each part as being quite distinct from the other.
\item \textsuperscript{13} Among other motivations, high dispositions toward reciprocity make people return money if trusted in a trust game, and contribute money if they believe others are contributing in a VCM.
\item \textsuperscript{14} As will be shown later, the main purpose of using a psychological game is to highlight the role of subjects’ beliefs about others’ reciprocity both in the trust game and in the VCM. Our main qualitative predictions do not hinge on the use of the psychological game. Also, our primary interest is not in fully characterizing the set of equilibria, but in showing existence of an equilibrium where behavior is crucially related to beliefs about others’ reciprocity.
\end{itemize}
a trust game second mover, $j$, by her reciprocity in that game, denoted by $r_j(r_j).^{15}$ Assume that a second mover $j$’s utility function is defined as follows:

$$U_j = 50 + 3x_i - y_j + \mu_j \min\{y_j - r_j(r_j) \cdot 3x_i, 0\}, \quad (4)$$

where $x_i$ is the amount that first mover $i$ sent, $y_j$ what $j$ sends back, and $j$’s normatively ideal return rate $0 \leq r_j(r_j) \leq 1$ with $r_j'(r_j) > 0$ is governed by the reciprocity taste parameter, $r_j$. $\mu_j > 0$ captures the second mover $j$’s sensitivity to his reciprocity and for simplicity, throughout the paper, it is assumed sufficiently high to render the constraint binding. Assume also $r_j$ to be a known function of the second mover’s $r_j(r_j) \cdot 3x_i$ is, then, $j$’s benchmark conception of how much she must send back if she is to live up to her ideal of reciprocity, and with $\mu_j > 1$, her utility gain from closing the gap between $y_j$ and that ideal suffices to offset her utility loss from foregoing money payoff $y_j$. In other words, in a plausible equilibrium that will be discussed below, $y_j$ is a function of $r_j$. Note that this model is identical to the standard approach if $\mu_j = 0$ or $r_j(r_j) = 0$ for all $j$.

Next, we model first mover sending. Given the second mover’s decision problem, the first mover $i$ maximizes the following utility function,

$$U_i = 50 - x_i + y_j^{ei}, \quad (5)$$

where $y_j^{ei}$ indicates first mover $i$’s belief or estimate about second mover $j$’s returning amount, $y_j$ that $i$ cannot know in advance of her decision. Given that $y_j$ is a function of $j$’s reciprocity $r_j$, $y_j^{ei}$ can be rewritten as $y_j(r_j^{ei})$, and thus, first mover $i$’s (first-order) belief about the second mover $j$’s reciprocity plays a key role in determining the amount sent. Given (5), the value of $x_i$ that maximizes $U_i$ must be one of two values, namely $x_i = 0$ for $r_j$ such that $r_j(r_j^{ei}) < 1/3$, and $x_i = 50$.

---

15 The following utility function can be regarded as an application of Köszegi and Rabin (2006)’s reference dependence model into other-regarding preferences. Our way of modelling the second mover’s behavior is also similar to a model of interdependent preference by Levine (1998) and Gul and Pestendorfer (2016), since in the first game of our experiment, a method is used and second movers make returning decisions for all possible contingent cases of sending behavior. In other words, this rules out strategic uncertainty that second movers may have and allows us to extract information regarding subjects’ reciprocity type or personality which will be instrumentally used in the following analysis.

16 This implies that while some subjects choose $y_j = 0$ in the trust game, it occurs only due to their low reciprocity, not due to their insensitivity to what reciprocity they have. Allowing for low $\mu_j$ would increase the number of equilibria but not alter the qualitative aspects of the predictions.

17 In a more detailed analysis, function $r_j$ might well take into account factors such as the perceived financial neediness of the first mover, how fair the first mover is believed likely to be were he to be in the same position, what the first mover’s expectations are, the first mover’s likely ethnicity or gender, and so on. But given our focus and the simplicity of our actual experimental design, we can safely leave such details unmodeled.

18 There may exist other motivations for trusting such as concern for efficiency and adherence to social norms. Having other motivations underlying the first mover behavior in our model does not qualitatively affect the main predictions regarding reciprocity, and for simplicity, we rule out these possibilities.
for \( r_j \) such that \( r_t(r_j^{et}) \geq 1/3 \). Therefore, in equilibrium, there can be two types of outcomes, one
in which there is no sending and returning if \( r_t(r_j) < 1/3 \), and another in which \( i \) sends everything
and \( j \) returns \( y_j = r_t(r_j) \cdot 3x_i \geq x_i \), if \( r_t(r_j) \geq 1/3 \).19 Since this strongly bifurcated prediction
aligns poorly with existing trust game data, it seems prudent to allow for the possibility that some
first-movers are risk averse and form estimates of \( r_t \) that assign positive probabilities to a range of
values, in consequence of which first mover sending can also take intermediate values. The amount
\( X_i \) is accordingly, and more generally, assumed to be an increasing function of the first mover’s
belief about \( r_j \), without necessarily having an abrupt switch point. We omit explicit modification
of (5), since the intuition is straightforward and is not fundamental to the relationships on which
we focus here.

We next apply the same framework to the analysis of contributing behavior in the VCM.
In a group of \( n \) members, each group member \( i \) maximizes the following utility function:

\[
U_i = 20 - c_i + m \sum c_j + y_i \min\{c_i - \frac{r_c(r_i)}{n-1} \sum c_i^{et}, 0\}, \quad (6)
\]

where \( m \) is the MPCR, \( y_i > 0 \) captures \( i \)'s sensitivity to his reciprocity and \( 0 \leq r_c(r_i) \leq 1 \) with
\( r_c'(r_i) \geq 0 \). Just like \( \mu_j \), we also assume that \( y_i \) takes a high enough value for the constraint to be
binding. \( \sum c_i^{et}/(n - 1) \) indicates \( i \)'s belief or estimate about other group members’
average contributions. As shown above, it is straightforward that own contribution \( c_i \) is a function of own
reciprocity, \( r_i \). In contrast to the case of the trust game, players decide their contributions while
they form beliefs about others’ reciprocity in the VCM. There can be multiple equilibria in this
model. In one extreme case, if \( r_i = 0 \) for each \( i \), no one will contribute anything to the group
account as in the case with standard preferences. However, for players with positive reciprocity,
\( r_i > 0 \), it is possible to have an equilibrium with positive contributions where \( c_i = \frac{r_c(r_i)\sum c_i^{et}}{n-1} \geq
\frac{r_c(r_i)}{n-1} \sum c_i^{et} > 0 \). That is, a player with high \( r_i \) is more likely to condition his/her contribution on
beliefs about others’ average contributions, i.e., to be a conditional cooperator. In this case, own
contribution is a function of (1) own reciprocity and (2) beliefs about others’ average contributions,
which are in turn related to their beliefs and reciprocity (\( c_i \) is a function of \( r_i \), and hence, \( c_i^{et} \) is a
function of \( r_i^{et} \)). Although beliefs about others’ reciprocity play a similar role in both games, a
difference between the VCM and the trust game is that the latter requires only one member of each
pair to form a belief about the preferences of the other. Neither interaction partner needs to form a
belief about the other’s belief. In the VCM, in contrast, a lengthy and potentially indefinite chain
of beliefs about beliefs may be brought to bear on agents’ decisions as each of five symmetrically
situated members tries to select a contribution \( c_i \) (see again (6)).20

---

19 In equilibrium, \( r_j^{et} = r_j \) meaning that \( i \)'s beliefs about \( j \)'s reciprocity is consistent with \( j \)'s actual reciprocity.

20 While in principle there may be no clear end to the number of levels of beliefs about beliefs that may be pertinent,
we assume that given limited time, subjects translate their rough impressions about the distribution of \( r \) in the
population into an estimate of the distribution of \( [\sum c_i^{et}/(n - 1)] \).
The simple predictions above have several implications for our experimental design. First, reciprocity and beliefs about reciprocity play as essential a role in contribution decisions in the VCM as in trusting and trustworthiness decisions in the trust game. Although a plethora of equilibria exist, how subjects form an estimate of what other group members will contribute to the group account is essential to selecting one.

Relatedly, despite the fact that consistency between beliefs and reciprocity is required in equilibrium, having such consistent beliefs may not be trivial in reality due to strategic uncertainty. In particular, given the assumption that most people believe that there is substantial variation of reciprocity within a population, any information that can be instrumentally used to affect one’s belief about others’ reciprocity may change his/her behavior. For our experimental design, in four of their five VCM interaction environments, subjects have potentially suggestive information about the relative trust or trustworthiness of those they are grouped with, and that information may lead them to form estimates that differ by environment. We note that subjects’ belief about others’ reciprocity are also likely to be population and perhaps context specific, hence the importance, when assessing results, of taking into account our subject pool, experimental protocol, etc. Controlling for such concerns in the lab, we expect that the information about other group members’ trustworthiness in the trust game can help each group member to form an estimate of others’ reciprocity in the VCM because both second mover returning in the trust game and contributing in the VCM are positive functions of own \( r \). This implies that knowing about other members’ trustworthiness in the trust game will affect subjects’ first-order beliefs about other members’ contributions in the VCM, which in turn influences contributing behavior in the VCM.

---

21 For example, as noted, the undergraduate student body at Brown University is ethnically and racially diverse, with a fairly high share of international students from many countries. There is a total of roughly 6,500 undergraduates, and participants not only vary from students majoring in music or literature to physics, engineering, economics or sociology, but also include many for whom this may be a first lab experiment experience and some with one, two or more past experiments (which are unlikely to have included trust games). We offer these details not so much as a guide to predicting exact behaviors, but to be clear that beliefs about others’ reciprocity are likely to vary both within our subject pool and relative to other groups of subjects, which is precisely the reason that varying trust or social capital are considered to potentially play explanatory roles for differences in country economic performance.
Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of trust game and VCM.

The analysis so far leads to predictions about behavior in our experiment that we will make concrete in a set of hypotheses in the next sub-section. Figure 1 summarizes schematically how the VCM collapses the two trust game roles into one, and the roles of underlying reciprocal taste $r$ and beliefs about others’ $r$’s in determining behaviors. The top two rows represent the roles of the trust game’s first and second movers, respectively, whereas a single row—the third—represents the role of each of the symmetric players in the VCM. The first step in both the trust game and the VCM is formation of a belief about other players, while the last step in both is a costly decision, specifically a returning decision in the trust game and a contributing decision in the VCM. Both of these decisions are determined in large part by the relevant decision-maker(s)’ $r$, with trust game return amount $y_j$ and VCM contribution $C_i$ both being higher the higher is own $r$; ceteris paribus. Important differences between the two games are (a) the roles of belief formation and of reciprocating are specialized to the first and second movers, respectively, in the trust game, whereas both roles are assigned to every player (who is thus an unspecialized actor) in the VCM, and (b) the relevant belief, formed in the first step, is manifested in a distinct, costly move by the first mover, in the trust game—namely sending an amount $X$—whereas the corresponding belief in the VCM is not indicated by anything separable from the last stage action, although it may be captured in information experimenters elicit regarding beliefs, if an incentive-compatible elicitation succeeds.

Finally, in order to form predictions of experimental behavior and also when applying the framework to other environments with incomplete information, we add an assumption of introspection bias (Butler et al., 2016; Sapienza et al., 2013): an individual’s own value of $r$ is
likely to have a significant effect on their belief regarding the counterpart’s $r$ ($r^e_i$ is a positive function of $r_j$), and more so the less specific information about the counterpart is available. In our initial trust games, especially, subjects, being inexperienced in its play and having no feedback about others’ actions, will tend to guess what a counterpart will return partly by introspection, so anticipated return varies positively with own $r$, causing chosen sending to do so as well. Although decisions are made in less of an informational vacuum in our VCM environments, subjects have as yet learned nothing about the range of first and second mover decisions in the trust game, hence their beliefs regarding how relatively high and relatively low trustworthiness and trusting will have been manifested, and how they will translate into VCM contributions, are still likely to be affected by own $r$, even though a pattern of expecting average $r^e_i$ to be higher in the high than in the low trustworthiness VCM environment, and somewhere in between for the randomly chosen group, is likely. We likewise expect subjects to “project” introspection bias onto others, and therefore to assume that an individual who returns a larger share in the trust game is likely to also send more as a first mover. However, we make no prediction about the degree of correlation subjects will assume on this last matter. It is consistent with our theoretical framework that subjects could view indications of trustworthiness as more reliable predictors of cooperation than are corresponding indications of trust, since the trusting decision is a further step removed from own $r$, according to our framework. What they tell us about subjects’ assessments of how indicative trustworthiness is of trusting is one of the interesting features of our data, given its theoretical unpredictability.

4.2. Hypotheses

We next lay out our hypotheses regarding behaviors in our experiment using the framework above plus three auxiliary assumptions about beliefs. First, we assume that the level of reciprocity varies within any given population. Second, we assume that most experiment participants believe that the level of reciprocity varies within our population of subjects. Third, we assume that subject beliefs regarding the average level of reciprocity in the population vary in a manner correlated with own level of reciprocity, so that for any two individuals $j$ and $k$ such that $r_j > r_k$, $j$’s belief about the average of $r$ is higher than is $k$’s when provided with the same incomplete information about that population, again reflecting introspection bias. The first set of hypotheses tests our assumption of introspection bias and the tight connection between behaviors in the trust game and the VCM.

**Hypothesis 1** (trust and trustworthiness): The amount sent as first mover in the trust game is a positive function of the amount returned as second mover.

**Hypothesis 2** (trustworthiness and first order beliefs in the VCM): Subjects who as trust game second movers return relatively large proportions have higher first-order beliefs in the VCM.
**Hypothesis 3** (trust and first order beliefs in VCM): *Subjects who as first mover send a relatively large amount in the trust game have higher first-order beliefs about others’ contributions in the VCM, ceteris paribus.*

H1 follows from the fact that subject $j$ chooses larger $X$ the larger does she estimate the $r_j$ of her counterpart to be, and that the latter estimate is positively correlated with $j$’s own $r$. H2 has its most direct application to the environment in which group members are chosen randomly. In that case, an individual has no relevant information about which others are in the group, and thus can only use her belief about the general distribution of $r$ in the population to form a belief about others’ contributions. In consequence, H3 follows from H1 and H2.

The next hypothesis deals with the main prediction of our framework regarding the information about others’ relative trust/trustworthiness, first-order beliefs and contributions in the VCM.

**Hypothesis 4** (first-order beliefs and contributions in the VCM): *Subjects have higher (lower) first-order beliefs about others’ average VCM contribution when in a high (low) trust or high (low) trustworthiness environment than when in a randomly formed group. Because many subjects have $r_c > 0$, subjects on average contribute more (less) to the group account when in high (low) environments than when in a random environment.*

H4 follows from the framework laid out in conjunction with Figure 1 and our assumption in this section that most subjects believe that $r$ varies within the population. The belief that $r$ varies implies that a group in which others were in the session’s top (bottom) ranks for trustworthiness (trust) is expected to include individuals of higher (lower) $r$, with average $r$ being of intermediate value in a randomly chosen group. Since higher (lower) $r$ also predicts higher VCM contribution, according to our framework, the estimate of $[\Sigma C_i/(n – 1)]$ will vary as indicated.

H4 supports the idea that on average, trust and trustworthiness in the trust game affect contributing behavior in the VCM through a channel of forming different first-order beliefs about others’ contributions across different environments. We note, however, that the effect of belief on own contribution is by no means uniform. Although subjects having high $r$ are expected to positively adjust their VCM contribution according to their belief about other group members, which varies by environment, subjects for whom $r_c = 0$ are expected not to contribute regardless of environment. The next hypothesis deepens our understanding of the relationship between reciprocity and conditional cooperation by looking at the individual level analysis of whether reciprocity in the trust game can predict the behavioral types in the VCM.

**Hypothesis 5** (trustworthiness and conditional cooperation) *Subjects who returned a relatively high proportion as trust game second movers are more likely to be conditional cooperators in the VCM than are subjects who returned nothing, who in turn are more likely to be free riders in the VCM.*
A different possible link between behavior in the trust game and VCM contribution is guilt aversion, which acts through second- rather than first-order beliefs about contribution. Following the psychological game framework of Dufwenberg et al. (2011), individuals’ decisions can be influenced by their beliefs regarding others’ choices, which are in turn indicators of those others’ intentions of kindness or unkindness towards them. At the same time, individuals’ decisions can also be influenced by their beliefs regarding others’ beliefs, because they would incur guilt by letting those others down.22

**Hypothesis 6** (second-order beliefs, guilt aversion and VCM contributions): *Subjects have higher (lower) second-order beliefs about others’ average VCM contribution when in a high (low) trust or high (low) trustworthiness environment than when in a randomly formed group. Consequently, guilt aversion leads subjects to contribute more (less) to the group account when in high (low) environments than when in a random environment.*

Regarding H4 and H6, it is an empirical question of which order of beliefs is a more prominent driving force for reciprocity in the trust game to determine contributing behavior in the VCM. We will investigate this question below.

5. Results and Analyses

A total of six experimental sessions were conducted between November and December 2015 at Brown University Social Science Experimental Laboratory (BUSSEL) using the experimental software z-tree (Fischbacher, 2007). For each session, 20 subjects from the university’s diverse undergraduate student body (including numerous international students and a wide variety of majors) were recruited by email invitations to the BUSSEL registrants list. 59% of subjects were female, slightly above the female share of the overall student body. Each session lasted around 1.5 hours, and the average earnings were $18.20, including a $5 show-up fee.

5.1. Descriptive behavior in Trust Game & Voluntary Contribution Mechanism

We begin by presenting a description of behavior in the trust game and in the VCM. On average, our subjects sent 19.6 tokens (39.2% of their endowments) as senders in the trust game, with a standard deviation of 15.4 tokens. When in the role of recipients in the condition of having been sent all 50 tokens, subjects on average returned 48.7 tokens, 32.5% of the tripled amount received, with a standard deviation of 40.9 tokens. The average returning percentages range from 30.0 – 32.5% for all possible amount that can be sent. These observations in our trust game are within the range that has been observed in previous experiments, albeit a little below average.23 Our first

---

22 Appendix 1 presents a theoretical framework of following Dufwenberg et al. (2011) more formally.
23 See Chaudhuri (2008) and Fehr (2009) for reviews, and see Johnson and Mislin (2011) for a meta-analysis of the trust game experiments. Our subjects’ sent amount is 0.85 standard deviations below the average sent amount in 65 studies included in Johnson and Mislin (2011)’s analysis, with a not insubstantial fraction of those studies reporting lower average sent amounts than ours. Our subjects’ average returned amount is also on the low side relative to the average of 36.5% in the studies considered by Johnson and Mislin (2011), but a smaller 0.43 standard deviations below the average, and similar to behaviors in the original study by Berg et al. (1995), in which, as with our data, it
empirical question is whether as assumed in Hypothesis 1, there exist positive correlations between the amount sent as first mover and the amount returned as second mover. The Spearman’s correlation between subjects’ first mover sending (as percentage of 50 token endowment) and average return percentage is 0.5629 (p-value < 0.01), a strongly positive association between own trusting and trustworthiness behavior that confirms H1.24

Turning to VCM decisions, Figure 2 shows that in Phase 2, subjects contributed an average of 8.60 of their twenty tokens (43% of their endowments) when in the randomly grouped environment, with a standard deviation of 6.96. In the high trust and low trust environments, the average contributions are 11.48 and 4.9, respectively, with standard deviations of 7.25 and 5.75. In high trustworthiness and low trustworthiness environments, the contributions average 11.22 and 4.60, with standard deviations of 7.07 and 5.57, respectively. Compared to the contributions in the random environment, subjects contributed substantially more in both high trust and trustworthiness environments and less in low trust and trustworthiness environments, respectively, with all the differences significant according to Mann-Whitney tests (p-values < 0.01). The roughly 7-token difference in contribution constitutes an approximately 140% increase in cooperation when subjects move from ostensibly low trust/trustworthiness to a high trust/trustworthiness environment. This indicates that the differing information about trust and trustworthiness rankings has large effects on contributing behavior in the VCM, consistent with H4.25

---

24 The reported correlation is calculated using individuals’ percent returned averaged over all potential received amounts, but the qualitative finding holds for amount returned at any of those amounts taken individually, with Spearman’s correlations between the percentage of amount sent and the percentage of amount returned in each contingent case ranging from 0.47 to 0.59, all associated with p-values less than 0.01.

25 We emphasize here that when subjects made their Phase 2 decisions, their information about trust game decisions was limited to their own choices, only, and thus they had no basis for rejecting the possibility that the first and second mover rankings were entirely randomly assigned to subjects who in fact had no variation in their behaviors. Although the considerable variation in choice shown in Figure 2 strongly suggests beliefs that the trust game behavior rankings sort individuals who vary considerably in type, we lacked direct evidence on this until we decided to ask participants in our final two sessions to estimate the sending and returning behaviors of high and low ranked individuals. We requested the estimates immediately after Phase 2, without prior notice of this request in the experiment instructions, but with incentivization via payment of $1 for a guess that is accurate within one token. Subjects’ average estimate for “what’s the average of the 5 lowest sending in Phase 1” and “what’s the average of the 5 highest sending in Phase 1” (always within their own session of 20 participants) are 8.12 and 35.31, and the corresponding average estimates for returning when sent all 50 tokens are 7.5 and 85, respectively. This confirms that subjects inferred sharply varying Phase 1 behaviors, although their inferences were entirely “home grown.”
Result 1: Subjects contribute significantly more in high “trust”/“trustworthiness” environments than in low “trust”/“trustworthiness” environments, although they are provided with information solely about members’ relative rankings in the trust game.

In contrast to the significant differences in contributions between high and low (relative) trust and trustworthiness environments, the contribution difference between high trust and high trustworthiness environments (0.26 tokens) is negligible and statistically insignificant; the difference between contributions in low trust and low trustworthiness environments is likewise small (0.29 tokens) and insignificant. These results suggest that subjects treat the relative trusting and the relative trustworthiness of others as interchangeable indicators of underlying type, at least insofar as cooperation is concerned. While consistent with our own assumption of introspection bias as well as with our assumption that subjects share common knowledge of the relationships in our modeling framework, the finding is not a trivial one: documenting that people themselves believe that trusting and trustworthiness in others are signs of a common, underlying trait, seems at least as important for research on trust as is observing that trustworthiness and trusting actions are in fact correlated, across individuals. To summarize:

26 This is also corroborated by responses to an exit survey question in which we asked subjects to indicate their beliefs as to whether Phase 1 first mover and second mover choices were highly positively correlated, highly negatively correlated, or uncorrelated: out of the 80 subjects that were asked this question (which was not incentivized and was added to the exit survey from which it had been missing in the initial two sessions) over 64% indicated the belief that the behaviors are highly positively correlated (specifically, they rated the degree of correlation based on their own beliefs as either 3 or 4 on a scale from 0 = perfectly negatively correlated to 4 = perfectly positive correlated, with 1 and 3 representing mild negative and positive correlation and 2 uncorrelated. We asked for evaluations according to this informal scale since our subject pool was diverse and we did not want to presume familiarity with formal statistical measures.)

27 One can plausibly imagine, for example, a class of selfish and rational individuals who believe others to be less selfishly rational than themselves and who, in the interest of own payoff maximization, thus exploit reciprocating
Result 2: When making decisions in our VCM games, subjects treat relative trust and relative trustworthiness of other group members interchangeably.

5.2. Beliefs and contributions in the VCM

Our theoretical framework predicts that the main force driving differences in contribution across environments is the extent to which different first-order beliefs about other group members’ average contributions are formed in each environment in the VCM. The left panel of Figure 3 depicts average first-order beliefs regarding other group members’ average contributions in each environment. Average beliefs track average contribution levels closely in all environments. In high trust and high trustworthiness environments, subjects hold significantly higher beliefs about others’ contributions than in the random assignment environment, and the corresponding beliefs in low trust and low trustworthiness environments are significantly lower as predicted by H4 (Mann-Whitney test, p-values < 0.001). To summarize:

Result 3: In environments where others’ average first and second mover ranks for sending and returning in the trust game differ appreciably, subjects’ beliefs about those others’ VCM contributions differ sharply.

The right panel of Figure 3 also shows that second-order beliefs well resonate with contributions across environments. Since both the first order beliefs (shown in Fig. 3’s left panel) and the second order beliefs (shown in its right panel) are correlated with the contributions shown second movers by sending their entire endowment when in first mover role, and also return nothing when themselves in second mover role. These individuals would never contribute in a one shot VCM, so their low rank with regard to second mover returning could be a good predictor of their VCM contribution, but their high rank as first mover would be uninformative. As shown later, our subjects’ choices suggest instead that scenarios like this play little or no role in their belief formation process.
in Figure 2, it is an empirical question which order of beliefs plays a more important role in determining contributions across different environments. To answer this question, we use regressions in which the dependent variable is individual \( i \)'s contribution and the independent variables include both \( i \)'s first-order belief (about other members’ average contribution) and \( i \)'s second-order belief (about other members’ average belief regarding the contributions of group members apart from themselves). Table 2 shows the results of a separate linear regression with robust standard errors for each of the five environments, and one in which the contributing behavior of all environments are pooled.  

In each regression, first-order beliefs obtain highly significant positive coefficients, supporting H4, whereas the coefficients on second-order beliefs are small, negative, and quite insignificant, lending little support to H6. This provides a first indication that the association between first-order beliefs and contributions may be stronger than that between second-order beliefs and contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Contribution and Beliefs in the VCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Order Beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-Order Beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

To further check whether the insignificance of second-order beliefs signals genuine lack of impact once first-order beliefs are controlled for, we also use a 2-step differencing approach wherein we first regress second-order beliefs on first-order beliefs, and we save the residuals.

---

28 In this as well as in future regression tables, unless specified, demographic control variables (race/ethnicity, gender, year at university, and major) are insignificant, and including them does not qualitatively affect our results, so we report estimates of specifications that omit them.

29 For completeness, we note that if we include only first-order beliefs and a constant, or only second-order beliefs and a constant, in simpler regressions, each of the two belief variables obtains similarly significant and positive coefficients. In other words, each belief by itself is a strong positive predictor of contribution. Only by including both simultaneously do we obtain evidence that one has stronger predictive power than the other.
because they capture the part of second-order beliefs that is orthogonal to first-order beliefs. Next, in the second step, we regress contribution on first-order beliefs as well as the residuals. If the coefficient of the residuals is statistically significant, then it can be concluded that second-order beliefs separately impact contribution decisions in the VCM. However, the results are quantitatively and qualitatively similar to Table 2: the only significant coefficient is that of first-order beliefs. The 2-step regression outputs for the pooled sample are shown in Table 3.30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>1st stage</th>
<th>2nd stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second Order Belief</td>
<td>Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Order Belief</td>
<td>0.809***</td>
<td>0.945***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual from the first stage</td>
<td>-0.0461</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.588***</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Result 4: Subjects’ VCM contributions in each environment are a significant positive function of their first-order beliefs, but are not affected by their second-order beliefs once first-order beliefs are controlled for. Contributions thus appear to respond to how much others are expected to contribute rather than to how much others are assumed to believe others including oneself are contributing. This result provides strong support for the role of first-order beliefs and reciprocity in determining contributions in the VCM, consistent with H4, while our data do not appear to support the idea of guilt aversion and the associated H6).

As a robustness check for the results above, a more direct approach is adopted to demonstrate that between-environment differences in first-order beliefs can explain the corresponding differences in contributions. In Table 4, we present estimates of fixed effect models in which we regress the contribution difference, for each subject \(i\), on the difference of \(i\)’s first-order beliefs, in high vs. low (trust/trustworthiness) environments. Column (1) shows regressions using differences in first-order beliefs and differences in contributions between the high and the low trust environments, while column (2) shows the corresponding regressions for differences in high vs. low trustworthiness environments. These estimates show that differences in first-order beliefs significantly predict differences in contributions in both trust and trustworthiness environments. The greater the difference in others’ contributions \(i\) estimates there to be between the high and the low (trust/trustworthiness) environment, the greater the difference in \(i\)’s actual contribution in the high vs. in the low corresponding environment. In column (3), we pool the data

---

30 As a consequence, our analysis focuses mainly on first-order beliefs in the remainder of this paper.
over high and low environments, making use of the apparent similarity of the effects of relative trust and of relative trustworthiness on subject beliefs and behaviors. We obtain findings paralleling those in columns (1) and (2).

Table 4. Difference in Contributions Predicted by Difference in Beliefs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference in Contribution</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in First-Order Beliefs</td>
<td>0.606***</td>
<td>0.717***</td>
<td>0.657***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td>(0.152)</td>
<td>(-0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.663</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>1.232*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.936)</td>
<td>(0.695)</td>
<td>(0.670)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Effect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Dependent variable is difference in VCM contribution of subject i when in high trust (trustworthiness) vs. low trust (trustworthiness) environment, while independent variable is difference in first order belief of i regarding other group members’ contributions in the high trust (trustworthiness) vs. in the low trust (trustworthiness) environment.

Result 5: The “high trust” and “high trustworthiness” environments promote cooperation more than do their “low trust” and “low trustworthiness” counterparts by inducing individuals to hold higher first-order beliefs about the contributions of other group members.

It is important to note that the results in Table 4 can be interpreted as the marginal relationship between first-order beliefs and contributions in the VCM. The coefficients indicate that a unit increase in beliefs is associated with an increase in contributions of less than one unit. Such an average increase would be consistent with the presence of more than one subject type, for instance perfect conditional cooperators who raise their contribution by a full unit when anticipating that others are doing so, imperfect conditional cooperators who raise their contribution in the same circumstance by only part of a unit, free riders who contribute nothing regardless of their belief about others.31 However, the size and high significance of the coefficients suggests that

31 These estimated coefficients are also consistent with the findings in the literature of “conditional cooperation” in which conditional cooperators are imperfect in the sense that the degree of reciprocation does not fully match others’ “kind behavior” (see Fischbacher et al., 2001; Fischbacher and Gächter, 2010).
conditional cooperators of some kind are likely to be quite numerous. We investigate presence of conditional cooperation more directly in subsection 5.4.

5.3. Trust, trustworthiness, and first-order beliefs

We have shown so far that first-order beliefs about other group members’ contributions are the main driving force in explaining the different levels of contributions across environments in the VCM. We next investigate whether, as Hypotheses 2 and 3 state, subject $i$’s sending and returning behaviors in the trust game are systematically related (by virtue of introspection bias) to $i$’s beliefs about others, in the VCM. Table 5 displays the results of a set of regressions in which for each environment, the dependent variable is $i$’s first-order belief about others’ contribution in the VCM, and the explanatory variables are $i$’s decisions as trustor and trustee in the trust game.\(^{32}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable:</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First-order beliefs</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Low Trust</td>
<td>High Trust</td>
<td>Low Trustworthiness</td>
<td>High Trustworthiness</td>
<td>Pooled and Differenced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending Percentage</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>2.364*</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>2.124**</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>1.495**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.923)</td>
<td>(0.948)</td>
<td>(1.698)</td>
<td>(0.657)</td>
<td>(2.219)</td>
<td>(0.682)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.062)</td>
<td>(0.779)</td>
<td>(1.988)</td>
<td>(0.614)</td>
<td>(1.691)</td>
<td>(0.916)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.133***</td>
<td>2.488***</td>
<td>10.82***</td>
<td>2.811***</td>
<td>10.63***</td>
<td>-1.681***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.679)</td>
<td>(0.446)</td>
<td>(0.742)</td>
<td>(0.340)</td>
<td>(0.895)</td>
<td>(0.324)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value of Wald Test</td>
<td>0.0107**</td>
<td>0.0091***</td>
<td>0.0348**</td>
<td>0.0014***</td>
<td>0.0085***</td>
<td>0.0006***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** $p<0.01$, ** $p<0.05$, * $p<0.1$. The reported Wald Test is for the hypothesis that the coefficients on the sending percentage and average returning percentage variables are jointly statistically significant.

\(^{32}\) Note that we control for $i$’s trust game decisions in both roles, simultaneously. This poses the danger that the significance of the individual coefficients will be underestimated due to the correlation between the two decisions, but has the advantage that we may be able to determine which of the two, trusting or being trustworthy, (if either) has a stronger impact on beliefs.
First, we find that in keeping with H2, trustworthiness (avg. returning %) is positively and at least marginally significantly correlated with first-order beliefs in all environments. In column (1) – (5), those who return more in the trust game tend to have more optimistic beliefs about others’ contributions in all environments of the VCM than those who return less. Sending in the trust game is also positively correlated with first-order beliefs, as H3 predicts, although its associations are less significant than those between returning behavior and first-order beliefs—a finding recapitulated (except in the Low environments) in regressions that include sending only. For the robustness of this result, we also look at the pooled data across all environments in column 6. To control for differences in environments, we take the dependent variable as the difference between subject i’s average first-order belief and the average first-order belief of all participants, in the given environment, and find the consistent result. Overall, the results are strongly consistent with the idea that one channel through which trust and especially trustworthiness affect contributions in the VCM is by influencing beliefs about what others will contribute.

**Result 6:** Subjects who send and return more (less) in the trust game are significantly more (less) optimistic about how other subjects will behave in the cooperation dilemma that is the VCM. The relationship between trustworthiness and first-order beliefs is stronger than that between trust and first-order beliefs.

### 5.4. Trust, Trustworthiness, and Conditional Cooperation

So far we find a strong average tendency of conditional cooperation, insofar as higher beliefs about what others will contribute are associated with higher contributions in the VCM. However, past research suggests that not all individuals are conditional cooperators, and our predictive framework has allowed that there can be subjects for whom \( r_c = 0 \), who would be expected not to contribute regardless of environment. We now investigate whether reciprocity in the trust game is correlated with behavioral types in the VCM, as predicted by H5.

Past classifications of conditional cooperation type (Fischbacher et al., 2001, Thöni and Volk, 2018) have been based on subjects’ completions of tables in which they are asked to choose

---

33 We estimated variants of the regressions shown in Table 5 but including only sending or only returning, in order to assess the correlation of each with beliefs free of its collinearity with the other (the table is not shown, to save space). In these estimates, returning in the trust game is highly significantly correlated with first-order beliefs in all environments (p-values < 0.05), but positive correlations between sending and first-order beliefs are significant only in the low environments (p-values < 0.05). For the Random and High Trust environments, where only the coefficient on trustworthiness (returning percentage) is statistically significant and only at the 10% level, in Table 5 itself, we also implement Wald tests and find that the coefficients on sending and returning together are jointly significant at the 5% level. Wald tests for the other regressions show joint significance of 1% or better. The less robust correlations of sending than of returning, with respect to VCM beliefs, suggest that there are differences in the behavioral mechanisms behind sending and returning behaviors. Recall that our theoretical framework assumes that trustworthiness is a direct function of underlying reciprocity \( r \), with trust linked to it only insofar as the actor takes own trustworthiness as a proxy for that of others (introspection bias). Factors besides own \( r \) that can affect amount sent as first mover could include experiential inferences from outside the lab regarding others’ trustworthiness (which may be perceived as greater or less than one’s own), altruism (valuing the others’ payoff), risk aversion, and betrayal aversion. Only the first of these seems likely to also affect VCM beliefs.
an amount they will contribute given each possible average amount others might contribute. These choices are incentivized by the fact that in one game round, a randomly selected group member’s payoff-determining contribution will be the applicable conditioned one. Our experimental design provides a different kind of data for classifying conditional contributing tendencies: from the pairings of elicited first order belief and own contribution choice in our five VCM environments. This has the potential advantage that decisions are made without the potentially structuring frame of a table, and with beliefs and contributions inputted on separate screens, but the disadvantage that contribution decisions are taken for a maximum of five amounts others might contribute instead of the typical 11 or 21, and with the set of amounts covered varying from subject to subject and potentially covering a smaller range. These limitations lead us to slightly modify the classification scheme used in Fischbacher et al. (2001). We start by identifying 5 categories: (1) free rider, (2) weak conditional cooperator, (3) strong conditional cooperator, (4) altruist, and (5) other.\textsuperscript{34} 27 subjects cannot be assigned to one of the first four categories and are thus classified in category (5), which we exclude from the analysis that follows due to its high internal diversity and lack of compelling placement relative to categories (1) to (4). This leaves us with 93 out of 120 subject observations for our initial exercises. We also consider an expanded classification scheme that permits sixteen of the 27 “other” types to be assigned to one or another of seven categories, which add to the above-listed five types a type (1’), “broad free riders” (inserted between types (1) and (2) above), and type (1’’), “hump-shaped contributors” (also before type (2) above, but after type (1’)).\textsuperscript{35,36} Both variants of our classification exercise show our modal subject to be conditionally cooperative, as in other studies.\textsuperscript{37}

Having classified most subjects in terms of a reciprocity type in the VCM, we can now test H5, which captures a core assumption of our analytical framework, namely that individuals can be characterized by a reciprocity parameter that predicts both trust game returning decisions and cooperation conditional on first-order beliefs in the VCM. With each set of categorial variables, we estimate ordered multinomial logit regressions as shown in Table 6 to check whether behavioral

\textsuperscript{34} We classify subjects by graphing their contribution against first-order beliefs in each environment. If the individual contributes nothing in all environments, regardless of his/her beliefs, he/she is classified as a free rider. If the individual always contributes at least as much as his/her belief about the average amount that others are contributing in the group, he/she is a strong conditional cooperator. If the individual contributes at least 4 out of 5 times when others are expected to contribute a positive amount on average, but doesn’t always contribute as much as the belief and does not show a hump shaped pattern (see below), the individual is a weak conditional cooperator. If the individual contributes all 20 tokens in all environments, we call this individual an altruist. All other subjects are classified as “other”.

\textsuperscript{35} Broad free riders are subjects who contribute 0 or 1 in most conditions and never contribute more than 5. Hump-shaped contributors are a type initially defined by Fischbacher et al. (2001) whose contribution initially increases as others’ average contribution rises, then beyond some level of contribution by others begins to fall (a possible interpretation being that this type of individual is willing to help get cooperation off the ground, but shifts towards free riding when others seem cooperative enough to be in less need of this “support”).

\textsuperscript{36} Numbers of subjects by classification type are: (1) Free rider: 18, (1’) Broad free rider: 3, (1’’) Hump-shaped: 7, (2) Weak conditional cooperator: 39, (3) Strong conditional cooperator: 39, (4) Altruist: 6, and (5) Other: 8. For multinomial log regression analysis, we renumber the sequence 1, 1’, 1’’, 2,…,5 as 1, 2, 3, …, 7.

\textsuperscript{37} In Fischbacher et al. (2001), 50% of their subjects are conditional cooperator. 30% free rider, 14% hump shaped, and 6% others. Compared to Fischbacher et al. (2001), we have slightly more cooperators and less free riders in our subjects: 65% are conditional cooperator (both strong and weak), 17.5% free rider (both strict and broad), 6% hump shaped, 5% altruist, and 6.5% others, although correspondences are inexact due to slight differences in assignment criteria. See Thöni and Volk (2018) for a meta-analysis of 17 replication studies based on the Fischbacher et al. design.
disposition in the VCM can be predicted by 1st or 2nd mover choices in the trust game. The results are shown in Table 6, with columns (1) – (3) using the 4 type classification that covers 93 subjects, and columns (4) – (6) using the 6 type classification covering 109 subjects.

Table 6. Trust, trustworthiness, and conditional cooperation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: VCM Types, Ordered</th>
<th>4 type specification</th>
<th>6 type specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending Percentage in the Trust Game</td>
<td>0.751**</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.373)</td>
<td>(0.468)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Returning Percentage in the Trust Game</td>
<td>1.295***</td>
<td>1.134*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.474)</td>
<td>(0.591)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut point 1</td>
<td>-0.724*** -0.646***  -0.614*** -0.846*** -0.800*** -0.738***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.206)</td>
<td>(0.203)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut point 2</td>
<td>0.337*</td>
<td>0.450**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.197)</td>
<td>(0.199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut point 3</td>
<td>1.835*** 1.965***  1.999*** -0.447** -0.398** -0.331*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.260)</td>
<td>(0.264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut point 4</td>
<td>0.479*** 0.533***  0.605***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.182)</td>
<td>(0.183)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut point 5</td>
<td>1.895*** 1.957***  2.031***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.245)</td>
<td>(0.247)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R-Squared</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value of Wald test</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: for columns (1) – (3), types are: 1=free rider, 2=weak conditional cooperator, 3=strong conditional cooperator, and 4=Altruist. For columns (4) – (6), types are: 1=free rider, 2=broad free rider, 3=hump shaped contributor, 4=weak conditional cooperator, 5=strong conditional cooperator, and 6=Altruist. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The reported Wald Test is of the hypothesis that the coefficients on the sending percentage and average returning percentage variables are jointly statistically significant.

In column (1) – (3), we find that sending and returning behavior in the trust game are strongly correlated with types in the VCM ordered from free rider to strong conditional cooperator and altruist. Roughly speaking, subjects who return more in the trust game are less likely to be free riders and more likely to be strong conditional cooperators and altruists in the VCM. Regarding the marginal effects, a 1% increase in returned amount is associated with a 0.32% and 0.13% increase on the probability of being a strong conditional cooperator and an altruist at the 10% significance level, respectively, whereas the same changes in returning behavior leads to a decrease in the probability of being a free rider and a weak conditional cooperator by 0.05% and 0.04% at the 10% significance level, respectively. The estimates in columns (4) – (6) are similar, with both trusting (column 4) and trustworthiness (column 5) individually predicting reciprocity type in the VCM, and with the two variables jointly significant at the 1% level in column (6), according to the Wald test. Therefore, we end this section with the following conclusion:

Result 7: Subjects’ behavior in the trust game is a good predictor of their type in the VCM at the individual level. In particular, those who send and return more in the trust game are more likely to be altruists or conditional cooperators than those who send and return less.

6. Discussion and conclusion

The importance of trust to economic activity is much remarked, but the channels through which trust helps to lift economic output are still imperfectly understood. We suggest that one reason greater trust is associated with better economic outcomes is that greater trust is a response to greater trustworthiness, and that trustworthiness is a reflection of the same inclination to reciprocate others’ kind or cooperative behavior as is cooperation in the simultaneous move social dilemmas that characterize partnerships and teams, provision of local public goods, and civic engagement and monitoring of public institutions. To the extent that they prove indicative of broader populations, our data suggest that most people treat signs of trust and trustworthiness as indicators that it is safe to cooperate in a simultaneous move social dilemma in the sense that one’s cooperation is most likely to be matched by that of others, these others also likely being conditional cooperators. We tested for presence of such a pathway from indications of trust and trustworthiness to expectations of cooperation and decisions to cooperate by asking subjects to make trust game decisions in both roles, then (without prior announcement) to make one shot public goods contribution decisions in environments differing in terms of the average ranking of fellow group
members with respect to trust (first mover sending) and trustworthiness (second mover return proportion). Ours is the first investigation of how information about trust and trustworthiness is translated into expectations about cooperation, and the first study of whether the two sides of trust and trustworthiness are treated differently when forming such expectations. Along the way, our study also yields novel findings about (i) “home grown priors” concerning the variation of trusting and trustworthiness among a set of anonymous others, and about (ii) the relative importance of guilt aversion and reciprocity in driving voluntary contributions. We also confirm a strong correlation between trust and trustworthiness in given individuals, as have other studies.

As anticipated from past experiments, most subjects chose to contribute positive amounts in the VCM games, and on average they contributed more the more that they expected others in the group in question to contribute, consistent with the modal subject type being a conditional cooperator. We elicited incentivized first and second order beliefs about contributions in VCM groups varying by relative trust and trustworthiness, performing this elicitation after rather than before or simultaneous with contribution decisions so as to avoid contamination of choices by belief elicitation. We found that subjects on average anticipated much higher contributions in groups of higher ranked trustors and trustees than in groups of lower ranked trustors and trustees, with expectations for a random group lying in between. This was the case despite subjects knowing that rankings could be random (ties would be broken randomly) if there was no variation in trust game choices. Interestingly, contribution expectations for higher ranked trustors and higher ranked trustees were indistinguishable, as were contribution expectations for lower ranked trustors and lower ranked trustees. In sum, subjects appear to believe that people vary considerably in how they will behave in both a trust game and a VCM. They believe that a sizeable fraction of the population are quite trusting and trustworthy in the trust game and that these same individuals are quite cooperative in the VCM. They believe another sizeable fraction are much less trusting, trustworthy, and cooperative. The fact that their predictions based on relative second and on relative first mover rank in the trust game are interchangeable suggests that the subjects operate with beliefs similar to that of the theoretical approach we presented, i.e. that both share returned in the trust game and amount contributed in the VCM are positive functions of own level of reciprocity, and that decisions about how much to send as a trust game first mover are based on beliefs about how much a second mover will return, which are strongly influenced by introspection and thus by own degree of reciprocity.

Subjects’ second order beliefs (about what others expected other group members to contribute) were highly correlated with their first order beliefs (their own expectation of what other group members would contribute), and both first and second order beliefs, taken individually, were highly correlated with amount sent in most VCM environments. However, when both sets of beliefs are simultaneously controlled for, we found that first order beliefs significantly predicted contributions, with second order beliefs (or, alternatively, their extracted orthogonal component) not a significant predictor of contributions. This result supports a reciprocity explanation of VCM cooperation over the alternative guilt aversion explanation proposed by Dufwenberg et al. (2011). Relatedly, when we classify subjects into types based on VCM contributions in differing
environments with differing first order beliefs, we find that being more (less) trustworthy in the trust game is a significant predictor of being a conditional cooperator (free rider).

Returning to its broader motivation, application of our experimental results to the posited pathway connecting trust to economic growth depends on the validity of extrapolating from variation of reciprocity type \( r \) within a society (such as the subject pool in our lab) to variation of \( r \) across societies. Holding the disposition towards cooperation of any given individual constant, that individual would be expected to behave more cooperatively in dilemmas of group effort, social norm adherence, etc., when living in a society in which a large proportion of others are observed to be trustworthy (in part, perhaps, as indicated by their trust towards one another) and less cooperatively when in a society in which the trustworthy are believed to be few. Since cooperativeness in the workplace, adherence to agreements structuring economic transactions, collective vigilance against corruption in public agencies, and other forms of cooperation can play key roles in maximizing the productivity of resources, the line connecting trust with economic efficiency and growth is likely grounded in the disposition of reciprocity. While the potential for such a disposition to be present in human populations may well have deep roots in human evolution, its strength and incidence in given societies depends on cultural, historical, and institutional factors beyond the scope of our paper. What we have demonstrated seems nonetheless an important piece of the overall puzzle: we have shown that people’s willingness to bear the cost of cooperation varies significantly with the environment they believe themselves to be operating in, and that the trustworthy and trusting actions of those in the environment are treated as strong cues about the types of others who comprise it.
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Appendix 1: A model of a psychological game

We provide a psychological game framework similar to that in Dufwenberg et al. (2011) for investigating the role of beliefs in contributions in the VCM. In Dufwenberg et al. as well as Charness and Dufwenberg (2006), it is argued that others’ beliefs about what one will oneself choose to do may affect one’s behavior because of guilt or disappointment aversion: one does not want to harm another by disappointing what they expect of you, especially an expectation (belief) that one played a role in fostering. We refer to a subject’s belief about what others will do as her first-order belief, and we call her belief about what others believe her second-order belief. Hypothesis 5, which was derived from our framework, is consistent with Dufwenberg et al.’s discussion about the possible impact of first-order beliefs. As for second order beliefs, subjects in our experiment have reason to believe that others’ beliefs are influenced in a manner similar to their own by the information all alike receive about their five VCM environments.

A1.1. First order belief and contribution

Since strategic uncertainty is embedded in a situation where subjects make contributing decisions simultaneously in the VCM, one way of modelling conditional cooperation (the inclination to cooperate if others also cooperate) is to relate one’s first order beliefs to her contributing behavior. Following the formulation of Dufwenberg et al. (2011), the utility of player i is given as:

---

38 Characterizing all equilibrium outcomes is not our primary purpose here because it is highly likely that there exist multiple equilibrium and then, it becomes a matter of equilibrium selection. Rather, we propose possible relationships between beliefs and contributions and given the degree of freedom in a model, it is easy to construct an equilibrium to support such outcomes.
\[ u_i(a_i, a_j, b_{ij}) = 20 - a_i + (0.4) \sum_{i \in N} a_i + Y_i \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} \kappa_{ij} \lambda_{iji}, \]

where \( N \) is a set of players belonging to the same environment and \( Y_i \) is a coefficient measuring player \( i \)'s sensitivity to kindness motivation. Suppose that \( \kappa_{ij} \) is player \( i \)'s kindness to \( j \) and \( \lambda_{iji} \) is player \( i \)'s beliefs about player \( j \)'s kindness to \( i \). In the VCM context, \( j \)'s kindness towards \( i \) would be manifested as \( j \)'s contribution to the group account, so \( i \)'s belief about \( j \)'s kindness is a function of \( i \)'s belief about what \( j \) will contribute. Although it is a bit arbitrary, we will assume a reference for kindness as \( e \) which applies to all environments in the VCM.\(^{39}\)

Let's denote by \( b_{ij} \) player \( i \)'s beliefs about player \( j \)'s contribution, \( a_j \).\(^{40}\) By replacing \( \kappa_{ij} \) and \( \lambda_{iji} \) with \( a_i - 10 \) and \( b_{ij} - 10 \), we can rewrite the equation above as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_i(a_i, a_j, b_{ij}) &= 20 - a_i + (0.4) \sum_{i \in N} a_i + Y_i \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} (a_i - e)(b_{ij} - e) \\
    &= 20 - a_i + (0.4) \sum_{i \in N} a_i + Y_i (a_i - e) \left[ \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} b_{ij} - e \right].
\end{align*}
\]

In our experiment, being informed about others’ trust or trustworthiness affects one’s first order belief \( b_{ij} \) regarding what others will contribute (indexed by \( j \)), rendering \( b_{ij} \) higher (lower) in the high (low) trust of high (low) trustworthiness environment. Such differing first order beliefs will lead to different levels of contributing when one maximizes one’s own utility.\(^{41}\) Therefore, this formulation can predict that there will be positive correlations between subjects’ first order beliefs and contributions within and across environments.

### A2.2. Second order beliefs and contribution

Guilt aversion is based on the idea that people don’t want to let down others’ expectations of their own behavior. Let’s denote by \( c_{iji} \) player \( i \)'s belief about player \( j \)'s belief about player \( i \)'s contribution, i.e., player \( i \)'s belief about \( b_{ij} \). Guilt aversion in the VCM can be captured by the notion that if a player contributes less than what the other group members believed he would contribute, he will experience disutility from letting down others’ beliefs. Then, the utility function of player \( i \) can be presented as:

\(^{39}\) For instance, one can have a reference point as the average of full contribution (=20) and no contribution (=0).
\(^{40}\) In the interest of simplicity and symmetry with notations \( b \) and \( c \) as used in Dufwenberg et al. and this appendix, we here use \( a_j \) for the contribution of an individual, e.g. \( j \), which is represented by \( C_j \) etc. in the text.
\(^{41}\) One extreme case is that if player \( i \) thinks, on average, the other 4 groups members are not kind \( \left( \sum_{j \in N \setminus \{i\}} b_{ij} - e < 0 \right) \), her utility can be maximized by having \( a_i = 0 \). Otherwise, her utility can be maximized by \( a_i = 20 \) if \( Y_i \) is high enough and by \( a_i = 0 \) if \( Y_i \) is low enough.
\[
    u_i(a_i, a_j, c_{ij}) = 20 - a_i + (0.4) \sum_{i \in N} a_i - \gamma_i \max\left\{ 0, \frac{\sum_{j \in N(i)} c_{ij}}{4} - a_i \right\},
\]

where \( \gamma_i \geq 0 \) is a coefficient measuring how sensitive player \( i \) is to guilt aversion. In an equilibrium, if \( \gamma_i \) is high enough, then conforming to others’ second order beliefs can be a best response. As in the case of first order beliefs, the information regarding the level of trust or trustworthiness across environments will impact subjects’ second order beliefs, and one can predict that there will be positive correlations between subjects’ second order beliefs (which are positively impacted by the reported relative trusting or trustworthiness of those in the environment) and contributions across environments.
Appendix 2: Instructions

I. Instruction for Phase I

I.1 General Description

The interaction in this phase involves two roles that we refer to as the “first mover” and the “second mover.” The participants in each role are both endowed with 50 tokens at the beginning of the interaction. The first mover chooses how many tokens to send to the second mover, in 5 token increments, i.e. the first mover can send 0, 5, ..., or 50 tokens. Denote this first mover decision as $X$. Any tokens that are sent to the second mover by the first will be tripled. Upon receiving the tripled number of tokens, the second mover chooses how many tokens in integer amounts, from 0 to $3X$, to return to the first mover. Denote this second mover decision as $Y$.

Based on these decisions, the earnings of the first mover will be the initial 50 tokens minus the tokens (if any) he or she sent to the second mover plus the tokens (if any) that are returned by the second mover. The earnings of the second mover will be the initial 50 tokens plus three times the tokens (if any) that are sent from the first mover minus the tokens (if any) that are sent to the first mover. Namely, the payoff functions for the first mover and the second mover are, $\pi_1 = 50 - X + Y$ and $\pi_2 = 50 + 3X - Y$, respectively.

Example:
If the first mover, A, sent 25 tokens out of his endowment of 50, then the second mover, B, would receive $25*3=75$ tokens in addition to her endowment of 50. Now suppose B decides to return 15 tokens, then A will end up with $50-25+15=40$ tokens, and B with $50+75-15=110$ tokens.

Remember that the second mover is free to return 0; likewise, the first mover is free to send 0.

Each of you will be making decisions first as a first mover, and then as a second mover. Only one of these roles can be selected for payment, and for whichever role that is, the computer will randomly select a participant to pair you with, so you will never play the second mover part against yourself as first mover. You will not learn the identity of the individual you are paired with, nor will they learn yours. Calculation of earnings will be explained later.

I.2 Decision as the “First Mover”

For this decision, you are the first mover. You can choose one of the 11 possible levels to send: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50. Remember that any tokens you keep will be part of your own earnings if your choice in this role is selected to be paid off on, and every token you choose to send to the second mover is multiplied by 3.

You are allowed to experiment first by choosing one out of the 11 circles (corresponding to the 11 levels) on the screen (see below) and clicking on the “Calculate” button to see the selected numbers of tokens and see how many tokens the second mover would receive under this decision. Once you are satisfied with your choice, click “Submit” to confirm your decision.
Your decision is then final.

1.3 Decision as the “Second Mover”

For this decision, you are the second mover. Please decide on how many (if any) tokens you choose to return to the first mover under all possible contingencies (see the screen below), as you will NOT be informed of the first mover’s actual choice until payoffs are reported to you later.

That is, for each of the 10 relevant sent and tripled amounts (remember that the first mover can only send multiples of 5, up to 50, and if he sent 0, there is nothing you could return), please indicate how many tokens you choose to send back to the first mover, where you can send any integer amount between 0 and the amount you received. Please type your decision conditional on each received level in each of the ten boxes. You can play around with your answers and click “Calculate” to see your earnings and the first mover’s earnings resulting from your actions in each case. Once you are satisfied with your choice, click “Submit” to confirm your decision. Your decisions are then final.
I.4 Payoff Calculation in this Phase

Only one of the two decisions you made will be randomly selected to determine your earnings in this phase. If your first mover decision is selected for payment, your decision and the second mover decision of the participant randomly paired with you will determine your and his/her earnings in this phase. Likewise, if your second mover decision is selected for payment, your decision and that of the first mover randomly paired with you will determine your and his/her earnings in this phase. Your earnings this phase in tokens will convert to real money at the rate of $0.10 per token, which will be paid to you at the end of the experiment. (Note that your counterpart’s decision and your resulting earnings in this phase will not be reported to you until after Phase 2.)

Example:
If Mr. A’s first mover decision is chosen for his payment, and he got 60 tokens as the first mover in the anonymous pairing, then he will receive 60*$0.10 = $6 at the end of the experiment as his earnings for this phase.

This is the end of the Instructions for Phase I.
Please raise your hand if you have any questions.
II. Instruction for Phase II

II.0 Brief Introduction
In this phase, you are asked to make 3 sets of decisions. Each set needs your decisions in five different decision environments, where you have different information about the other participants matched with you. The first set of decisions are about allocating tokens, while the second and third sets are about estimates of what others will do and guesses about others’ estimates. Group formation within each environment is random (although in some environments subject to relevant constraints), and no information about the other participants’ identities or decisions regarding allocation and estimation will be revealed to you or others throughout the phase. At the end of the experiment, you will only be notified of others’ allocation decisions for the purpose of payment, and only one environment will be chosen for payment. Payoff calculations in this phase will be explained later.

II.1 The Five Decision Environments
Within each set of decision, there are five different environments that differ in terms of the (true) information about the group composition.

In Environment 1: the other four group members are chosen randomly from among all participants.

The differences across the remaining four environments are based on differences in participants’ choices in Phase 1 (the first mover/second mover decision).

To understand environments 2 and 3, suppose that all phase 1 first-mover sending decisions in this room are ranked from the lowest (1st) to the highest (20th) to form an ordered list. Based on such a list,

In Environment 2: the average level of the other four members’ sending corresponds to a low rank (below rank number 8).
In Environment 3: the average level of the other four members’ sending corresponds to a high rank (above rank number 12).

Put more intuitively (but a bit less precisely), in Environment 2 you are grouped with others who on average sent relatively small amounts as 1st movers, while in Environment 3 you are grouped with others who on average sent relatively large amounts as 1st movers.

To understand environments 4 and 5, suppose that all Phase 1 second-mover returning decisions, when being sent all 50 tokens by the first mover, are ranked from the lowest (1st) to the highest (20th) to form an ordered list. Based on such a list,

In Environment 4: the average level of the other four members’ returning corresponds to a low rank (below rank number 8).
In Environment 5: the average level of the other four members’ returning corresponds to a high rank (above rank number 12).
Put more intuitively (but a bit less precisely), in Environment 4 you are grouped with others who on average returned relatively small proportions as 2nd movers, while in Environment 5 you are grouped with others who on average returned relatively large proportions as 2nd movers.

II.2 The Three sets of Decisions

Decision 1:
In this decision set, you will be a member of a group consisting of 5 people, yourself included, in all five different environments. As explained in the previous section, the other members of your group differ in each environment. Note that this first decision is the most payoff-relevant stage in this phase; that is, it will probably determine the largest part of your payment for the phase. In all environments, each of you is endowed with 20 tokens at the beginning and each simultaneously makes individual decisions on how to allocate these tokens, in integer amount, between a group account and a private account. Any tokens you choose not to allocate to the group account will be automatically allocated to your private account. Everyone benefits equally from the tokens in the group account: each of you gets 0.4 tokens towards your private account per token in the group account. That is, your earnings are the number of tokens in your private account plus 0.4*the total tokens in the group account.

Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CASE 1</th>
<th>CASE 2</th>
<th>CASE 3</th>
<th>CASE 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Your Contribution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Other’s contribution - 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Other’s contribution - 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Other’s contribution - 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Other’s contribution - 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Tokens in your private account (= 20 – a.)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Tokens in the group account (= a+b+c+d+e)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Earnings from group account for each person (=0.4*g)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Total Earnings (in tokens) (= f + h)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decision 2:
In this decision set, you will be asked to estimate, on average, how many tokens the other four group members have allocated to the group account in Decision 1 in each of the five environments. 5 additional tokens will be given to you if your estimate is within one token of the true average in the payoff relevant environment. No tokens will be taken away from you if your estimate is incorrect/imprecise.

Example:
1) Suppose in Environment 1, the actual average allocation of the other four people in your Environment 1 group is 5. If this environment is selected for payment, then if your estimate of
the average is between 4 and 6 tokens, you will get 5 additional tokens; otherwise you will NOT get any additional tokens

2) Suppose your guess for Environment 1 qualifies you for the 5 additional tokens, while your estimate for Environment 2 does not. If Environment 2 is chosen for payment, then you will NOT get any additional tokens for this decision.

**Decision 3:**
In this decision set, you will be asked to estimate the **average estimate** provided by the other four group members in Decision 2. That is, you will guess the average of the estimates that each of the other four members has given regarding the average allocation to the group account, by you and the rest, in the previous decision. Similar to Decision 2, you will receive an additional 5 tokens if your estimate comes within one token of the true average of their estimates in the payoff relevant environment. No tokens will be taken away from you if your estimate is incorrect/imprecise.

**II.3 Payoff Calculation for this Phase & the entire Experiment**

For Phase 2, only one out of the five decision environments will be randomly chosen to determine your earnings for both your allocation decision (Decision 1) and your estimates (Decisions 2 and 3). For the selected environment, your earnings in tokens will be based on Decision 1 (i.e., what you put in your private account plus the earnings from the public account based on what you and the other four in that group put in the public account), plus any additional earnings from estimates in Decision 2 and Decision 3. Your token earnings will be converted to real money at a rate of **$0.20 per token**.

*Example:*
Suppose Environment 1 is chosen for payment, and your estimate in Decision 2 is in the correct range but that in Decision 3 is not; moreover, you contributed 10 tokens in Decision 1 and the public account ends up with 45 tokens. In the end, you would get: 

\[(20-10) + 0.4 \times 45 + 5 + 0 = 33\text{ tokens, which is } 33 \times $0.20 = $6.60\text{ in real dollars, for this phase.}\]

In addition to knowing the results in phase 2, you will also be given information on results in Phase 1 (refer back to page 4 of the first set of instructions). Your final earnings from the experimental decisions and outcomes are then the sum of your earnings in Phase 1 and Phase 2. Your full payment will be this sum plus the $5 show up fee.

*This is the end of the instructions for Phase 2.*
*Please raise your hand if you have any questions.*
Appendix 3: Screenshots of the five environments and end-of-session survey

Phase 2: Decision 1

1. In this phase, you will be asked to make three sets of decisions, making each decision once for each of 5 environments.

2. You will be a member of a group consisting of 5 people including yourself. Each group member has to decide on the allocation of 20 tokens. You can put none, some, or all of these 20 tokens into a public account. Each token you do not put into the public account will automatically remain in your private account.

Please enter the amount you wish to allocate to the public account for Environment 1 (group members are assigned randomly)

Phase 2: Decision 1 continued

Please enter the amount you wish to allocate to the public account for the environments 2 and 3.

Enter your allocation to the public account in Environment 2 (other group members’ average rank as 1st mover senders is low [<8th])

Enter your allocation to the public account in Environment 3 (other group members’ average rank as 1st mover senders is high [>12th])
Phase 2: Decision 1 continued

Please enter the amount you wish to allocate to the public account for the environments 4 and 5.

Enter your allocation to the public account in Environment 4 (other group members’ average rank as 2nd mover returners is low \( < 8\text{th} \))

Enter your allocation to the public account in Environment 5 (other group members’ average rank as 2nd mover returners is high \( > 12\text{th} \))

Phase 2: Decision 2

1. In the previous decision, you and the other four members in each of five possible groups decided how many tokens they allocated to the public account.

2. For this decision, you will be asked about your estimate of how many tokens the other four members in each of the five possible groups allocated to the public account, on average.

Please enter your estimate for Environment 1 (group members are assigned randomly)
Phase 2: Decision 2 continued

Please enter your estimate of the average number of tokens that the other four members of the group allocated to the public account for the environments 2 and 3.

Enter your estimate for Environment 2 (other group members' average rank as 1st mover senders is low [< 8th])

Enter your estimate for Environment 3 (other group members' average rank as 1st mover senders is high [> 12th])

Submit

Phase 2: Decision 2 continued

Please enter your estimate of the average number of tokens that the other four members of the group allocated to the public account for the environments 4 and 5.

Enter your estimate for Environment 4 (other group members' average rank as 2nd mover returners is low [< 8th])

Enter your estimate for Environment 5 (other group members' average rank as 2nd mover returners is high [> 12th])

Submit
Phase 2: Decision 3

1. In the previous decision, you and the other four members in each of five possible groups estimated the average number of tokens that the other four members allocated to the public account.

2. For this decision, you are asked to give your best estimate of what average estimate the other four members in the group themselves gave; that is, you will guess or estimate what their estimates were, on average.

Please enter your estimate for Environment 1
(group members are assigned randomly)

Phase 2: Decision 3 continued

Please enter your estimate of the average estimate the other four members of the group stated in the previous decision for the environments 2 and 3.

Enter your estimate for Environment 2
(other group members' average rank as fast mover senders is low
\[ < 80\% \])

Enter your estimate for Environment 3
(other group members' average rank as fast mover senders is high
\[ > 120\% \])
Phase 2: Decision 3 continued

Please enter your estimate of the average estimate the other four members of the group stated in the previous decision for the environments 4 and 5.

Enter your estimate for Environment 4
(other group members' average rank as 2nd mover returners is low \( < 8\text{th} \))

Enter your estimate for Environment 5
(other group members' average rank as 2nd mover returners is high \( > 12\text{th} \))

What is your class status?

- Freshman
- Sophomore
- Junior
- Senior

continue
Which ethnicity origin (or race) describes you the best?

Answer:
- [ ] White
- [ ] Hispanic or Latino
- [ ] Black or African American
- [ ] Native American or Alaskan Native
- [ ] Asian
- [ ] Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
- [ ] Other

We are interested in understanding the thinking behind your decisions in today's experiment. In phase 1, on what basis did you decide how much to send as the first mover or to return as the second mover?

Answer:

[ ] Continue
We are interested in understanding the thinking behind your decisions in today's experiment. In phase 2, on what basis did you decide how much to allocate to the public account in different environments?

Answer:

During the experiment, you considered the likely decisions of those who sent relatively small and relatively large amounts as first movers, and of those who returned relatively small and relatively large amounts as second movers. We'd like to know whether you think that high first move senders are likely to also be high second move returners, and vice versa. How highly do you think these two decision tendencies are correlated, for given individuals?

Answer:

- Almost perfectly correlated
- High correlated
- Mildly correlated
- Not correlated
- Negatively correlated (high first mover sending is associated with low second mover returning)
To what extent did the other group members' decisions conform with your estimates, and to what extent and in what ways did their decisions surprise you?

Answer:

If you have any suggestion for this experiment, please let us know! Any comment or suggestion will be appreciated!

Answer:
## Online Appendix 4: Supplementary Regression Table

Table A1 Contribution and Beliefs in the VCM (2 step verification)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>1.032***</td>
<td>1.016***</td>
<td>0.936***</td>
<td>1.222***</td>
<td>1.044***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Trust</td>
<td>(0.0786)</td>
<td>(0.146)</td>
<td>(0.0850)</td>
<td>(0.0853)</td>
<td>(0.0681)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Trust</td>
<td>-2.81e-09</td>
<td>5.16e-09</td>
<td>-7.75e-10</td>
<td>4.44e-09</td>
<td>1.62e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Trustworthiness</td>
<td>(0.268)</td>
<td>(0.0956)</td>
<td>(0.206)</td>
<td>(0.159)</td>
<td>(0.234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Trustworthiness</td>
<td>(1.964)</td>
<td>(2.732)</td>
<td>(2.431)</td>
<td>(2.325)</td>
<td>(2.106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.745</td>
<td>1.483</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>2.016</td>
<td>-0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>(1.964)</td>
<td>(2.732)</td>
<td>(2.431)</td>
<td>(2.325)</td>
<td>(2.106)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographic Controls
- YES
- YES
- YES
- YES
- YES

Observations
- 120
- 120
- 120
- 120
- 120

R-squared
- 0.580
- 0.544
- 0.476
- 0.638
- 0.543

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1